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We present HuddleLamp, a desk lamp with an
integrated RGB-D camera that precisely tracks the
movements and positions of mobile displays and hands
on a table. This enables a new breed of spatially-aware
multi-user and multi-device applications for aroundthe-table collaboration without an interactive tabletop.
At any time users can add or remove displays and
reconfigure them in space in an ad-hoc manner without
the need of installing any software or attaching
markers. Additionally, hands are tracked to detect
interactions above and between displays, enabling
fluent cross-device interactions. The demo consists of
the technical implementation of HuddleLamp’s hybrid
sensing and a Web-based architecture for installationfree ad-hoc collaboration. We demonstrate our
implementation by showing a variety of possible
interaction techniques.
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Introduction
We are witnessing an explosive growth of the number
and density of powerful mobile devices around us.
However, their great majority are still blind to the
presence of other devices and performing tasks among
them is usually tedious [1] and lacks recognizable
guiding principles [7]. We envision a future in which
mobile devices can contribute their interaction
resources (e.g., their multi-touch displays) to a
community of devices in their proximity that then
serves as one seamless multi-device user interface
(UI). At any time, users can dynamically compose and
reconfigure this UI according to their current needs and
the task at hand.

software. Due to the fully web- based architecture, no
complex device pairing procedures are necessary; all a
person needs to do to add a new device is opening the
URL of the HuddleLamp on their device and putting it
on the table so that it becomes visible to the lamp’s
camera. Additionally, HuddleLamp tracks users’ hand
positions above the surface to enable interactions
between and above devices such as ‘pick, drag, and
drop’.
This enables a new kind of computer-supported
around-the-table collaboration without interactive
tabletops. Users can still sit around ordinary tables that
can remain cluttered with non-digital objects (e.g.,
printouts, maps, notebooks) while their digital
collaborations happen using spatially-aware mobile
screens that blend into existing spatial and social
practices. Unlike traditional interactive tabletops,
HuddleLamp is portable and low-cost, so it can be used
in improvised settings or where the costs for hardware
and administration typically prohibit the use of large
interactive tabletops, e.g., public libraries, schools,
community centres.

In this vision, users can seamlessly add or remove
devices from the community in an ad-hoc fashion
without explicit setup or pairing. Instead this happens
implicitly as a by-product of natural use in space, for
example, by bringing multiple devices to the same
room, placing them side-by-side on a table or desk,
and moving them around as needed. Ideally users will
experience these co-located cooperating devices and
reconfigurable displays as one seamless and natural UI
for ad-hoc co-located collaboration.

Related Work

As the first incarnation of this vision, we present
HuddleLamp, a modified desk lamp with an integrated
low-cost RGB-D camera that detects and identifies
multiple mobile displays (e.g., smartphones or tablets)
on desks or meeting tables and precisely tracks their
spatial configuration and movements over time.
Thereby users can add or remove off-the-shelf webenabled devices of many different sizes in an ad-hoc
fashion without prior installation of custom hardware
(e.g., radio modules, IR markers) or any additional

In order to enable cross-device interactions with colocated devices [5], the system first needs knowledge
about the presence and position of other devices
around it. Previous research has explored various
techniques for establishing connections between colocated devices. Some techniques initiate a connection
between devices after the user performs action sensed
by the system [3]. Another approach is to use custom
sensing hardware, for example infrared-, hall-, or
radio-based position sensing [4,6]. More recently,
researchers explored using the devices’ built-in
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cameras to infer location information [9]. Alternatively,
cameras positioned above a table can track the spatial
layout of devices placed on the table below [8].

Figure 1. HuddleLamp supports a device
ecology of heterogeneous form factors and
display sizes for ad-hoc around-the-table
collaboration.

A special case of co-located mobile devices are
(re)configurable tiled displays. For expressive
interaction with digital content, the interaction space
with digital surfaces can be extended beyond pure
multi-touch interaction to include the space above the
surface or around surfaces [2].
In HuddleLamp, we support a device ecology of
heterogeneous form factors and display sizes that can
be used in an ad-hoc fashion – all without requiring
custom software as our platform uses entirely webbased standards. One important design goal of the
HuddleLamp system is to enable similar cross-device
interactions, around the ad-hoc assemblages of phones
and tablets on a table (Figure 1).

HuddleLamp’s Architecture
During the development of HuddleLamp, we generally
used off-the-shelf hardware and free or open source
software that can be easily acquired by other
researchers for deployments outside our lab. In the
following, we describe our technical setup and the
essential architecture.

Figure 2. HuddleLamp setup with the
modified desk lamp, the integrated RGB-D
camera, and the PC for processing.

Hardware Components
The HuddleLamp uses a low-cost short range time-offlight RGB-D camera which delivers a 1280x720 RGB
colour image and a 320x240 depth image at 25 or 30
fps. It shares its technical specifications with a Creative
Senz3D or SoftKinetic DepthSense 325. The camera is
fixed to an Artemide Tolomeo Tavolo desk lamp (Figure
2) in which it replaces the light bulb (top right corner of

Figure 2). Using the lamp, users can conveniently move
the camera into its downward-facing operating position
that lies 80cm above the horizontal surface to track.
This results in a rectangular tracking region of
approximately 110x60cm from which the camera
receives sufficient RGB and depth information to track
mobile devices, their spatial configurations, and users’
hands and to distinguish them from non-interactive
objects.
The camera was chosen for its small form factor
(11x3x2.5cm) and the low noise in its depth data.
Future versions of HuddleLamp could use next
generation high-resolution and wide-angle depth
cameras such as Kinect v2 to increase the size of the
tracked area. However, we recommend time-of-flight
rather than structured-light depth cameras. An
advantage of the particular camera and its Perceptual
SDK by Intel is that its RGB and depth images can be
aligned without further calibration. Therefore it is easy
to retrieve RGB values from the colour image for each
pixel in the depth image and vice versa. This greatly
facilitates realizing our hybrid sensing approach.
For vision processing and for hosting a web server for
communication with the mobile devices, HuddleLamp
uses a Windows multicore desktop PC or laptop (Figure
2, left). We have considered using small single-board
computers that can be integrated directly into the lamp
(e.g. Raspberry Pi) to make HuddleLamp truly portable.
However, at this stage, the necessary vision processing
and algorithms are too computationally expensive for
achieving our targeted tracking rate of 25-30 fps with
single-board PCs.
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The software for the processing of the RGB and depth
camera data was implemented with Microsoft .NET
Framework 4.5.1 (C#/WPF) and the Emgu CV wrapper
for accessing OpenCV with C#. For finding and
decoding fiducial markers in the RGB stream we use
the glyph decoder of the AForge.NET library1.

users’ hands. We also introduced HuddleLamp’s webbased architecture for ad-hoc collaboration that enables
users to add or remove displays and reconfigure them
in space at any time without installing any software or
attaching markers.
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